Introduction
============

Fundamental cellular functions, such as respiration, biosynthesis, and homeostasis are crucial to a cell's existence. These complex functions are carried out by the combined action of proteins in protein networks with distinct cellular tasks ([@evy121-B75]; [@evy121-B73]). Through evolution of protein networks, by means of, for example, amino acid mutations, network expansion/reduction, and interaction effects, diversity in network composition, levels of protein conservation and divergence, and expression levels is generated ([@evy121-B84]; [@evy121-B96]) that can ultimately lead to the evolution of new functions (see [@evy121-B34] for a list of reviews). Comparative genomics and/or interaction studies of protein networks, such as the citric-acid cycle ([@evy121-B40]), mitotic checkpoint ([@evy121-B95]), and the mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway ([@evy121-B65]) illustrate such patterns. Most of these studies have examined protein network composition through cross kingdom comparisons, covering ∼20 divergent species. Although such approaches are insightful for testing if proteins are commonly found in distantly related clades, patterns such as parallel evolution are difficult to disentangle because of the lack of phylogenetic resolution. Examining protein network evolution at phylogenetic dense levels is essential to gain deeper insights into the dynamics of protein networks.

Numerous factors have been presented that promote protein evolution (see [@evy121-B72]; [@evy121-B102]). To simplify, these factors can be divided into two broad categories: sources of genetic variation, those relating to regional genomic properties, such as variation in mutation or recombination rate; and selection on genetic variation, factors dependent on specific protein properties, such as the proportion and distribution of sites that are involved in a specific function, protein structure, expression level, and competition or adaptation ([@evy121-B72]). These factors often do not act independently, making it hard to identify the relative importance of each factor. In yeast, for instance, the functional importance of a protein influences the rate of protein evolution ([@evy121-B39]; [@evy121-B19]; [@evy121-B97]), nonessential genes evolve on an average faster than essential genes ([@evy121-B97]), and loci with more protein--protein interactions evolve on an average slower ([@evy121-B46]). Various studies have shown that expression rates have the most prominent effect on the rate of protein evolution ([@evy121-B19]; [@evy121-B97]).

Proteins within the same network often differ substantially in characteristics at the network level. For instance, they can vary in the number and type of interactions, the position within the network (e.g., central vs. peripheral), and the overall number of incorporated proteins in the network. Protein networks can change compositions by losing proteins or including novel proteins through, for example, duplication events followed by neo- or subfunctionalization ([@evy121-B24][@evy121-B25]). They can compensate for loss of proteins and new functions can evolve ([@evy121-B84]). By inferring the evolutionary dynamics of protein networks, various patterns have emerged. Proteins with many interactions in the network ("hub" proteins) evolve slower than average ([@evy121-B29]; [@evy121-B48]), especially when they use multiple binding interfaces ([@evy121-B48]). Interacting proteins evolve at similar rates ([@evy121-B29]). An early comparative genomics study shows that the fundamental citric-acid cycle protein network, involved in energy release, is characterized by variation in protein composition ([@evy121-B40]). Overall, protein networks are characterized by both conservation in topology and function, and substantial divergence in network constitution ([@evy121-B57]; [@evy121-B95]).

In this article, we ask how a fundamental protein network evolved with respect to its composition (as in which proteins make up the network), as well as how much the components themself evolve (as in levels of conservation and divergence). We focus on polarity establishment, a process essential for proliferation in basically all unicellular and multicellular organisms. To polarize, cells need to break the symmetrical distribution of cellular content and self-organize in a polarized way. The small GTPase, Cdc42, is a central key protein in this process ([@evy121-B44]; [@evy121-B23]; [@evy121-B74]). The asymmetrical distribution of so-called polarization proteins, recruited by Cdc42, determines the site of local growth, or budding in the well-described case of the budding yeast *S. cerevisiae*, which is essential for proper cell division and mating.

Cdc42 is a highly conserved protein throughout eukaryotes at both the sequence and functional level ([@evy121-B44]; [@evy121-B61]) and its activity is regulated through well-documented feedback mechanisms ([@evy121-B41]; [@evy121-B99]; [@evy121-B35]; [@evy121-B61]). The proteins that directly interact with Cdc42 can be divided into five groups: the GTPase activating proteins (GAPs), that hydrolyze GTP to GDP and change Cdc42 to its inactive state; the guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), that catalyze the exchange of GDP for a new GTP molecule which activates Cdc42; the GDP dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) that extract Cdc42 from the membrane (Rdi1 is the only GDI in budding yeast; [@evy121-B82]); proteins involved in regulatory mechanisms, such as positive feedback (e.g., the scaffold protein Bem1; [@evy121-B8]); and a wide range of Cdc42 effector proteins which are activated by the active GTP bound state of Cdc42 ([fig. 1*A*](#evy121-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Examples of Cdc42 effector proteins are the p21-associated kinases (PAK) Ste20, Cla4, and Skm1 ([@evy121-B44]), and the GTPase Interactive Components Gic1 and Gic2 ([@evy121-B5]). These proteins colocalize with Cdc42 during polarity establishment and form a protein complex by recruiting other proteins that are needed for actin and microtubule polarization ([@evy121-B5]; [@evy121-B44]; [@evy121-B18]). Besides functional studies of these proteins, data on potential promoting factors of protein network evolution, for example, the number of genetic and/or physical interactions and expression levels, is also available in budding yeast (see [fig. 1*B*](#evy121-F1){ref-type="fig"}). This makes the polarization protein network ideal to test hypotheses on protein network composition, conservation, and divergence. We investigate this among the ecologically and genetically highly diverse clade: the Fungi ([@evy121-B31]; [@evy121-B66]; [@evy121-B20]).

![---The central part of budding yeast's polarization protein network. (*A*) Polarity establishment and subsequent budding takes place at one location of the budding yeast cell membrane (cartoon). Insert: schematic overview of the 35 proteins selected from budding yeast and their functional groupings based on SGD (<http://www.yeastgenome.org/>) ([@evy121-B18]; [@evy121-B10]; [@evy121-B60]; [@evy121-B62]). Cdc42 cycles between an active membrane-bound state (GTP) and an inactive cytosolic state (GDP). Depicted are the Cdc42 regulators and effectors, the Bem1/Cdc42 protein complex, and several downstream steps (color coded). Nrp1 has a presumed function in polarity establishment (see [@evy121-B53]), Ubi4 has a described epistatic interaction with Cdc42 (BioGRID; [thebiogrid.org](http://thebiogrid.org)). (*B*) Matrix of the genetic (in red) and physical (in black) interactions between the 35 selected polarization proteins based on SGD protein data. Proteins are color coded with the functional groupings from the (*A*) panel. Protein abundance following [@evy121-B51] is displayed in the most right panel. Note that for Gic1 and Ubi4 no expression data were available.](evy121f1){#evy121-F1}

The eukaryote kingdom of fungi is estimated \>760 Myr old ([@evy121-B59]) and consists of up to 5.1 million estimated extant species ([@evy121-B70]). It includes an abundance of species with ecological, agricultural, medical, and scientific relevance. Lifestyles can be restricted to a unicellular lifestyle, either yeast-like or nonyeast as observed in the basal clade of Microsporidia, or multicellular (i.e., pseudohyphal and filamentous species), or can consist of different stages, switching between two or more lifestyles (i.e., di-, trimorphic species). The wealth of different ecologies together with the available genomic and phenotypic resources and tools, such as the Saccharom*y*ces Genome Database ([www.yeastgenome.org](http://www.yeastgenome.org)), make fungi an excellent tool for comparative studies. A vast increase of available fungal genomic data sets, especially fueled by initiatives such as the Fungal Genome Initiative ([@evy121-B81]), the FungiDB ([@evy121-B89]), the 1-K fungal genomes project (<http://1000.fungalgenomes.org/home/>; see also [@evy121-B86]) and the Joint Genome Institute's Fungal Genome Project ([@evy121-B36]), took place in the last years prior to this study and provides the desirable phylogenetic resolution.

Although the processes of cell polarity and morphogenesis have been studied extensively in *S. cerevisiae* ([@evy121-B11]; [@evy121-B78]; [@evy121-B18]; [@evy121-B10]; [@evy121-B79]; [@evy121-B60]; [@evy121-B74]; [@evy121-B4]; [@evy121-B62]), it is unknown to what extent the network's topology is conserved across the fungal phylogeny. This is mainly because only a small number of divergent species has been examined, which are characterized by variation in both network composition and phenotypes ([@evy121-B17]). Due to its fundamental function in cell proliferation, the polarization protein network is hypothesized to be a conserved system ([@evy121-B10]; [@evy121-B79]) and several network members, such as Cdc42, Cdc24, and Sec15, are found to be essential in *S. cerevisiae* ([@evy121-B58]). Previously we showed that, under laboratory settings, the polarization network in *S. cerevisiae* is able to adapt to genetic perturbations to one of the core proteins: Bem1, which regulates Cdc42 ([@evy121-B53]). It is unknown to what extent this represents adaption under natural conditions. Thus, there is some information available on the conservation and the ability of a species to evolve adaptive diversity of a small number of individual polarization proteins. A larger screen to quantify the evolutionary conservation across large phylogenetic distances is currently lacking.

Here, we start to untangle patterns of protein network composition, conservation, and divergence with high phylogenetic resolution within a single, but phenotypically diverse kingdom. We aim to elucidate lineage-specific, independently recurrent and/or conserved patterns of protein network composition, and levels of protein conservation (i.e., both the presence and sequence conservation) and divergence of 42 polarization loci among 298 fungal species. We aim to elucidate factors underlying the observed patterns of this fundamental protein network.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Focal Polarization Protein List and Selected Strains and Species
----------------------------------------------------------------

We selected 42 polarization proteins (see [table 1](#evy121-T1){ref-type="table"} and [fig. 1](#evy121-F1){ref-type="fig"}) based on described physical or genetic interaction with the small GTPase, Cdc42, a key regulator of polarization ([@evy121-B23]; [@evy121-B74]) and/or described functions of the protein in the polarization network on the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD; [www.yeastgenome.org](http://www.yeastgenome.org); June 2015; [@evy121-B12]) and in [@evy121-B17] for orthologs and nonbudding yeast polarization proteins in *Schizosaccharomyces pombe*, *Ustilago maydis*, and *Neurospora crassa*. For each of these proteins we downloaded the amino acid sequences from the SGD for *S. cerevisiae* (August 2017), PomBase for *S. pombe* (August 2017; [www.pombase.org/](http://www.pombase.org/)), Ensemble Fungi for *U. maydis* and *N. crassa* (August 2017; [fungi.ensembl.org/index.html](http://fungi.ensembl.org/index.html)). We checked orthology by performing reciprocal BLAST searches. We used these sequences as reference or input query in the analyses described below. Table 1Input Polarization ProteinsGene*Saccharomyces cerevisiaeSchizosaccharomyces pombeNeurospora crassaUstilago maydis*Axl2XXXXBem1XXXXBem2XXBem3XXXXBem4XBni1XXBoi1XXBoi2XXXBud3XXCdc24XXXXCdc42XXXXCla4XXXXDon1XFor3XGic1XGic2XIqg1XXXXLte1XXXMsb1XXMsb2XMsb3XXXMsb4XNrp1XXXRac1XRas2XXXXRdi1XXXXRga1XXXXRga2XRho3XXXXRsr1XXScd1XSec15XXXXSec3XXXSec4XSepAXXDiaXSkm1XSpa2XXXXSte20XXXXSwi4XXXXTea1XXXXUbi4XXXX

Using the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) API, we downloaded the genome sequence and gene models for all published genomes on the JGI website (September 2017; [genome.jgi.doe.gov/programs/fungi/index.jsf](http://genome.jgi.doe.gov/programs/fungi/index.jsf)). We converted all GFF files to GFF3 files using a custom python script. This resulted in 298 strains/species (see [supplementary file 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) spanning the fungal kingdom from basal non-Dikarya to Dikarya Basidiomycota and Ascomycota. We provided the genome sequences and gene models to gffread (version 0.9.9; provided by the cufflinks package; [@evy121-B92]) to extract each species' proteome to use in the following steps.

Phylogenetic Tree Construction
------------------------------

In order to study the polarization protein network across the 298 strains/species, we constructed a phylogeny. We generated a multiple sequence alignment of 242 shared proteins as input for the phylogenetic analyses. Using the complete *S. cerevisiae* proteome as a starting point, we identified all reciprocal best protein BLAST hits ([@evy121-B1]) for each *S. cerevisiae* protein in each of the 298 strains/species. We selected only those proteins that had a match in at least 95% of the 298 species. This resulted in a set of 242 proteins (including Cdc42). Each set of homologous proteins was aligned using Clustal Omega (version 1.2.4; [@evy121-B88]). For species where the sequence was missing, we added gaps. The multiple alignments were concatenated into a single multiple alignment, representing a multiple alignment of 242 proteins (combined length of 183, 160 aa in *S. cerevisiae*). The total length of the full alignment was 613, 783 aa. The multiple alignment was given to FastTree2 (version 2.1.10; [@evy121-B77]) with the JTT model of amino acid evolution ([@evy121-B45]) to produce a phylogenetic tree. The tree is rooted with the Microsporidia clade as outgroup. We visualized the tree in the interactive tree of life (iTOL; [@evy121-B55]) and edited it in FigTree v1.4.2 (<http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/>). We checked the obtained support values and only reported them in the phylogeny, when they are \< 0.9. In addition to this, we also used GBlocks ([@evy121-B9]; [@evy121-B90]) on our alignment reducing the total length to 108.491 aa, and reran the phylogenetic analysis. This tree showed minor differences in various branches (within: Agaricomycotina, Pezizomycotina, Mucoromycota; between: Neocallimastigomycota, Chytridiomycota, Blastocladiomycota, and Zoopagomycota) and is available upon request.

Genome Quality
--------------

To determine if the quality of the genomic resources had an effect on the obtained results, we tested if there was a correlation between the total number of scaffolds, the N50 of scaffolds, L50 of scaffolds, and the total number of proteins we obtained per strain/species. We observed that the quality of the 298 selected strains/species' genomic resources was highly variable ([supplementary file 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). We observed great variation in the number of scaffolds, and the N50 and L50 of scaffolds. Genomic resources with short N50 may suffer from missing data such as missing exons and/or gaps ([@evy121-B22]), which could include, or result in, missing loci. A recent survey of \>200 fungal genomes indicates that potentially only 40% of genomes reach the set cut-off for representative completeness ([@evy121-B13]). We found weak but significant correlations between the total number of obtained proteins per species and the number of scaffolds (Spearman rho = −0.13, *P* value 0.03), scaffold L50 (R = −0.13, *P* value 0.03), and a stronger correlation for the scaffold N50 (R = 0.17, *P* value \< 1.0 x 10^−2^; [fig. 2](#evy121-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we find more polarization proteins for species with higher quality genomes (i.e., lower number of scaffolds, lower L50, longer N50). To test how strong this effect of potentially false negatives, or mismatches due to missing data is in our protein matrix, we also performed a multiple factor analysis (see below).

![---Correlation between genome quality and number of retrieved proteins. The top panel (Count) shows the distribution of strains/species for the number of retrieved proteins. The top center panel shows a statistically significant positive correlation between the N50 of scaffolds of the genome and the number of retrieved proteins. The bottom center plot shows a statistically significant negative correlation between L50 (scaffolds) and the number of proteins. The bottom panel shows statistically significant negative correlation between the number of scaffolds in the genome and the number of retrieved proteins.](evy121f2){#evy121-F2}

Identifying Orthologs (ggMatch)
-------------------------------

Traditional tools to identify orthologous genes between genomes, such as orthoFinder ([@evy121-B21]) and orthoMCL ([@evy121-B56]) require a vast amount of computational resources to deal with 298 genomes. The computational bottleneck is generally the expensive all-vs-all BLAST queries. Therefore, we implemented a method, Greedy-Gene-Match (ggMatch), which does not attempt to identify orthologs at a genome wide scale, but rather for a reduced set of queries. Typically, searching for orthologs from a single query limits the discovery of orthologs in distant species. Therefore, we approach this problem iteratively, by using results from a previous iteration to extend the query space for a following iteration. Briefly, ggMatch reduces the number of BLAST queries by extending the set of orthologs iteratively. Starting with an initial seed protein p from genome g, ggMatch identifies reciprocal best BLAST hits for protein p between genome g and all other genomes. In the next iteration, the newly discovered proteins are used in a similar fashion to extend the set, searching for further orthologs only in genomes for which no reciprocal best hits were found in previous iterations (see [supplementary file 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for details). This results in a sparse construction of the all-vs-all BLAST matrix. This procedure can be compared with PSI-BLAST ([@evy121-B1]), except that, rather than filtering based on an e-value threshold, we filter based on hit reciprocity. Rather than BLAST, we use Diamond (version 0.9.14; [@evy121-B6]) to perform protein queries.

Once all iterations have been completed, we can validate our orthologous clusters using functional annotations. Using InterProScan (version 5.27-64.0; [@evy121-B101]), we predict functional annotations for each protein in the cluster. We filter all proteins from the final set *S~n~* which do not have an overlapping annotation with annotations for the proteins in the original set *S*~0~. The result is a set of proteins that a putative orthologs of the protein *p*~0~ in species *s*~0.~

The user can specify multiple queries, and multiple seed proteins in each seed set. In this case, we run one iteration for each query, before starting the next iteration. Each protein may only be assigned to a single query, and will be assigned to the first query it is matched to (hence, this method is greedy).

ggMatch is implemented in python using SnakeMake ([@evy121-B50]). Code for ggMatch can be found on github at: <https://github.com/thiesgehrmann/ggMatch>. Code to download JGI genomes and convert GFF2 files to GFF3 files can be found on github at: <https://github.com/thiesgehrmann/download_jgi>.

Polarization Protein Conservation Matrix
----------------------------------------

As input to ggMatch, we provided the *S. cerevisiae* polarization network proteins, augmented with known orthologs from *S. pombe, N. crassa*, and *U. maydis*. In addition to this, we also added species-specific polarization proteins from these species that were not present in other species. These are summarized in [table 1](#evy121-T1){ref-type="table"}.

For the obtained orthologs we corrected the similarity scores (i.e., the number of positive-scoring matches) of the best hit to the query protein length of that given reference species, thereby obtaining the fraction of similarity per hit. For the species for which we did not obtain orthologs we assigned a similarity score of 0. We generated a matrix of similarity scores by combining all the obtained scores and organizing them according to the species order as observed in our constructed phylogeny for each protein. These steps were performed with in-house python scripts. The generated data matrix was displayed as gray-scale matrix in R version 3.1.2 ([@evy121-B80]).

To determine if there was a group of proteins systematically present in a high number of species, we plotted the overall prevalence (%) across the 298 strains/species for each protein. We also plotted the overall prevalence of the two main fungal lineages Basidiomycota and Ascomycota separately and for the five non-Dikarya lineages: Neocallimastigomycota, Chytridiomycota, Blastocladiomycota, Zoopagomycota, and Mucoromycota (i.e., the Microsporidia were not included, due to their highly different pattern) together in order to test for lineage specific proteins. We used a 70% cut-off value as criteria for high prevalence and call the proteins with high prevalence in all 298 species together, and both Basidiomycota and Ascomycota individually, the conserved core of polarization proteins. We based this cut-off value on the observation that there is a gap in prevalence between 60% and 80% for the full data set of 298 strains/species, dividing proteins into two groups. We also plotted the difference in prevalence between the Ascomycota and the Basidiomycota, to depict proteins that are particularly prevalent in either group. To exclude any putative influence of genome quality, we constructed a reduced matrix of the 43 species with highest quality parameters (number of scaffolds \< 40, number of contigs \< 400, N50 \> 1, 5 Mb).

Statistical Analyses
--------------------

We tested for a potential correlation between our obtained pattern of orthologs (i.e., the total number of observed orthologs per strain/species) and genome quality for which we used three assembly statistics. We obtained the number of scaffolds, the associated N50 (i.e., length of the shortest scaffold in the group of the scaffolds \[sorted by length from longest to smallest\] that constitutes 50% of the bases in the assembly) and L50 (i.e., the number of scaffolds whose summed length constitutes 50% of the bases in the assembly) for each of the genomes of the 298 strains/species from the JGI genome portal (<https://genome.jgi.doe.gov/programs/fungi/index.jsf>). Data were tested for normality with D'Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality tests as implemented in GraphPad Prism version 5.0 for Mac OS X (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, [www.graphpad.com](http://www.graphpad.com)). Correlations were tested with a spearman's rank correlations as implemented in GraphPad Prism.

To test hypotheses about the cause(s) of differences observed in prevalence between the core and noncore proteins, we tested if these groups of proteins differed in number of genetic interactions, number of physical interactions and overall abundance of the proteins, as indicative for gene expression level. Data for the number of interactions of the 35 *S. cerevisiae* proteins with other members in this network were obtained from SGD. We gathered information about protein abundance (molecules/cells) in *S. cerevisiae* from [@evy121-B51]. Data were tested for normality with D'Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality tests as implemented in GraphPad Prism. We also included the prevalence in the analyses. We performed, a Kruskal--Wallis test (for interactions) and a Mann Whitney tests (for prevalence and protein abundance) with GraphPad Prism.

Multiple Factor Analysis
------------------------

Because we expected multiple continuous and categorical variables to potentially covary and correlate with the number of observed orthologs per species, we performed Multiple Factor Analysis (MFA) on a data set of the 298 strains/species. We included the following variables: proteins (i.e., the total numbers of proteins per species as observed in the full protein matrix), genome quality (i.e., the number of Scaffolds and N50 of Scaffolds), Lineage (i.e., the main retrieved phylogenetic clades: Microsporidia, Blastocladiomycota, Chytridiomycota, Neocallimastigomycota, Zoopagomycota, Mucoromycota, Pucciniomycotina, Ustilaginomycotina, Agaricomycotina, Taphrinomycotina, Saccharomycotina, Pezizomycotina), genetic distances (in respect to the references *S. cerevisiae*, *S. pombe*, *N. crassa*, and *Sporisorium reilianum*; as reference for *U. maydis*), and lifestyle (i.e., unicellular, yeast, filamentous, dimorphic yeast-filamentous, dimorphic yeast-pseudohyphal, and trimorphic, i.e., species that have yeast, filamentous and pseudohyphal stages). We calculated the genetic distance between the examined strains/species and the references. We used the concatenated amino acid sequences of the 242 proteins from the phylogenetic analyses (613783 aa; see above) and calculated the genetic distance by using the JTT model of amino acid evolution in MEGA 7: Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis version 7.0 for bigger data sets ([@evy121-B52]). We obtained the lifestyle information from the Fungal Databases of the CBS-KNAW Fungal Biodiversity Centre (<http://www.cbs.knaw.nl/>; last accessed November 2016), the JGI genome portal and literature ([@evy121-B3]; [@evy121-B69]; [@evy121-B32]). We performed the MFA with the FactoMineR R package version 1.33 ([@evy121-B54]) package in R version 3.3.2 ([@evy121-B80]) under Rcmdr version 2.3-2 ([@evy121-B26], [@evy121-B27]; [@evy121-B28]). We used three quantitative groups: genetic distance (i.e., four variables), genome quality (i.e., two variables) and proteins, and two qualitative groups; lifestyle and lineage. Continuous variables were scaled and standard settings were used. We first checked the eigenvalues for the first ten dimensions to determine the appropriate number of dimensions to consider. In particular we checked for a drop in decline in variance (i.e., broken stick method; [@evy121-B42]). Length and directions of continuous variables were plotted onto the first two dimensions and were visually checked. Partial axes for the first two dimensions were visually checked. The five groups were plotted onto the first two dimensions. We plotted individuals onto the first two dimensions and color-coded them according to lineage.

Results
=======

The 298 Fungal Strains/Species Group into Major Phyla
-----------------------------------------------------

In order to examine the protein network of fungal polarity establishment across species, we first estimated the phylogenetic relationship of our 298 focal species in order to display the protein matrix according to phylogeny. We inferred the phylogeny by means of the approximately maximum likelihood method on 242 homologous proteins (see Materials and Methods for details; [fig. 3](#evy121-F3){ref-type="fig"}). We retrieve high support values for nearly all branches throughout the tree, which includes two vast monophyletic phyla: the club fungi and relatives (Basidiomycota); and the sac fungi (Ascomycota). Within the Basidiomycota, we found 100% support for the monophyletic subphyla Ustilaginomycotina, Pucciniomycotina, and Agaricomycotina, consistent with previous work ([@evy121-B43]; [@evy121-B98]). Within the Ascomycota, we found full support for the monophyly of the Taphrinomycotina, Saccharomycotina, and the Pezizomycotina, consistent with previous findings ([@evy121-B43]; [@evy121-B83]; [@evy121-B98]). We observe paraphyly for the Chytridiomycota with a low support value for one of the two branches, and polyphyly for the Zoopagomycota. A discussion on relationships of deeper braches and clades is, however, beyond the scope of this work.

###### 

---Phylogenetic relationships between the 298 fungal strains/species and the protein matrix for the 42 selected polarization proteins. The phylogeny is based on 242 protein sequences (613783 aa) and the approximately maximum likelihood method and the JTT model of amino acid evolution. Support values are almost exclusively \>0.9, except when shown on the tree (11 instances). The tree includes the phyla: Microsporidia (in beige), Blastocladiomycota, and Chytridiomycota (in orange), Neocallimastigomycota (in yellow), Zoopagomycota (in dark green), Mucoromycota (in light green), Basidiomycota (in blue), and the Ascomycota (in purple). Subphyla are shades of the same phylum color.
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The Polarization Protein Network Is Dynamic and Has a Conserved Core
--------------------------------------------------------------------

We constructed a protein matrix consisting of the 42 polarizations proteins and the 298 strains/species based on our iterative ggMatch approach (see Materials and Methods for details, also on the effect of genome quality). This approach resulted in a detailed protein matrix indicating the presence, level of divergence in respect to the references, and absence of the 42 polarization proteins in the examined strains/species ([fig. 3](#evy121-F3){ref-type="fig"}). We screened the protein matrices for variation in protein prevalence (i.e., the overall number of species a protein is present in), levels of protein divergence and the combinations of proteins (i.e., the composition of polarization network per species). We observed variation in the polarization network at different levels and magnitudes. We observed great variation at the level of amino acid similarity between different proteins, across different strains/species and between different lineages ([figs. 3](#evy121-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#evy121-F4){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, Cdc42 is present with high levels of similarity in nearly all species (except in the Microsporidia species). Cla4, Ste20, and Cdc24 are found throughout the phylogeny at high levels of prevalence as well, but their similarity scores vary greatly across species.

![---Protein matrix of the 43 species with highest genome quality. The matrix displays the similarity scores of the iterative ggMatch approach for species of the Mucoromycota (in green), Basidiomycota (in blue), and the Ascomycota (in purple). Proteins are ordered and color coded following figures 1*A* and 3. Essential proteins (in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*) and short single domain proteins are labeled with green and yellow bullets at the bottom of the matrix. The life styles of the species are depicted in the far right column.](evy121f4){#evy121-F4}

To examine the variability of the composition of the studied polarization protein repertoire across species, we assessed the overall number of different protein combinations and the total number of unique combinations across the reduced matrix and the full matrix of 298 strains/species. Please note 1) that we do not claim to present the complete polarity repertoire for each species, as we only focus on the 42 selected proteins, and 2) if an incomplete repertoire is unique in a species, the complete repertoire of proteins will necessarily also be unique. First of all, we did not observe significant differences in the number of proteins observed between the strains/species belonging to the Saccharomycotina and Pezizomycotina in both matrices (Mann Whitney test; *P* value \> 0.05), indicating that genome quality does not influence these results. We observed substantial fractions for the total number of different protein combinations for the two matrices (i.e., 26/43 and 149/298). This indicates that the composition of repertoire is highly variable, with many different observed combinations of proteins. For both matrices the overall fraction of unique combinations (i.e., protein repertoire observed in a single species) was also very similar, 0.49 (reduced matrix) and 0.42 (full matrix). Interestingly, even essential genes in budding yeast, such as Cdc24, Iqg1, and Rho3, are repeatedly, independently lost in the fungal tree ([fig. 3](#evy121-F3){ref-type="fig"}). We thus find that the majority of species are characterized by a unique set of polarization proteins not found in other species (see [supplementary file 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, for specific combinations). We also observed several specific combinations in multiple species. For instance, we observed the same pattern for seven out of eight Microsporidia species (Swi4). We observed most cases of repeated combinations in the species-rich and well-covered lineages Pezizomycotina and Agaricomycotina lineages ([supplementary file 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). These combinations include prevalent, but functionally diverse, proteins such as Rdi1, Bem1/3, Bni1, Boi2, Cla4, Ste20, Sec3/4/15, Iqg1, Lte1, Ras2, Rga1, Rho3, Rsr1, and Cdc24.

To examine the overall prevalence of each protein across the 298 strains/species in more detail, we screened the full matrix and plotted the prevalence ([fig. 5](#evy121-F5){ref-type="fig"}). We observed 23 proteins that were present in ≥ 70% of all examined species (e.g., Iqg1), four proteins are more commonly found in the Basidiomycota (e.g., Bem2), and five proteins highly present in the Ascomycota (e.g., Msb1/3, Nrp1, and Bud3). We observed a perceived threshold at ∼70% prevalence for proteins across all species examined that clearly divides the data set ([fig. 5](#evy121-F5){ref-type="fig"}). We found 19 proteins that are present in \<69% of the 298 strains/species, while the other 23 proteins are present in at least 79%. We used this 70% mark as cut-off value to determine conserved proteins. This cut-off value includes only proteins that are prevalent at \>70% in both Ascomycota and Basidiomycota, individually, thereby excluding, for example, Ascomycota-specific proteins. We called these proteins the conserved core of polarization across fungi, although none of the individual proteins is 100% conserved. We found this set of 23 core proteins in 126 out of 298 strains/species (supplementary file 3, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online) and \>95% of all strains/species had a protein network consisting of 14 or more core proteins ([fig. 6](#evy121-F6){ref-type="fig"}), albeit in different compositions ([supplementary file 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online).

![---Polarization proteins prevalence. Prevalence of the 42 polarization proteins for all examined fungal species (black circles), the non-Dikarya species (excluding the Microsporidia; yellow circles), the Basidiomycota species (blue circles), and the Ascomycota species (purple circles). Proteins are ordered based on their overall prevalence in all examined strains/species. The 70% criterion is marked by a horizontal red dotted line. Shading in the bottom part reflects grouping of proteins with \< 20% prevalence in the all Fungi group (light gray; left), proteins with prevalence 20% \< 70% (gray; center), proteins with \>70% prevalence in all examined groups (i.e., core proteins; dark gray; right). Difference in prevalence between the Ascomycota and Basidiomycota is presented in the top panel (pink diamonds).](evy121f5){#evy121-F5}

![---The number of core proteins and strains/species. Depicted is the percentage of strains/species and the number of core proteins. Dotted horizontal lines represent the 85%, 90%, 95%, and 100% of strains/species levels.](evy121f6){#evy121-F6}

Core Proteins Have Higher Protein Abundance but Not More Interactions
---------------------------------------------------------------------

As we observed a group of proteins at high prevalence across clades, we tested if there is a correlation between this conserved core of proteins and factors known to influence protein (network) evolution, such as number of protein--protein interactions and expression levels. We tested whether core proteins are conserved because they are either functionally important and/or because they are present in high quantity. For these factors, data for *S. cerevisiae* are available and therefore we excluded the two non-*S. cerevisiae* specific proteins, Rac1 and Tea1 from these analyses.

Core proteins had higher prevalence than noncore proteins (*P* value \< 0.0001; [fig. 7*A*](#evy121-F7){ref-type="fig"}). We found no significant difference in the number of either genetic or physical interactions (based on observations in *S. cerevisiae*) between the core proteins and the noncore proteins ([fig. 7*B*](#evy121-F7){ref-type="fig"}). We did find a significant difference in protein abundance (as measured as molecules per cell in *S. cerevisiae*; [@evy121-B51]) between the core proteins and noncore proteins (*P* value = 0.005; [fig. 7*C*](#evy121-F7){ref-type="fig"}). Core proteins might thus be characterized by overall higher protein abundance than noncore proteins, based on *S. cerevisiae* data.

![---Comparison between budding yeast's core and noncore proteins. (*A*) Significant difference in the observed prevalence of the core and noncore proteins (*P* value \< 0.0001). (*B*) Number of genetic interactions (in red) and physical interactions (in black) of the 35 examined polarization proteins. No difference was observed between the core and noncore proteins in the number of genetic or physical interactions. (*C*) Significant difference in protein abundance between the two groups. Core proteins have higher protein abundance (*P* value = 0.005). Note that data for Gic1 (noncore) and Ubi4 (core) were unavailable. Core proteins are depicted as circles, while noncore proteins are depicted as squares. Black lines depict medians.](evy121f7){#evy121-F7}

Lineage, Lifestyle, and Genetic Distance Covary with Protein Network Size
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to test for correlations between factors that could influence protein network evolution and the observed patterns of differences in overall number of polarization proteins in the 298 strains/species, we performed a Multiple Factor Analysis ([fig. 8](#evy121-F8){ref-type="fig"}). We considered the following factors: size of the studied protein repertoire (i.e., the total number of proteins we detected with iterative ggMatch approach per strain/species), lifestyle, lineage, genome quality (i.e., the number of scaffolds and the N50) and genetic distance to the four reference species used based on the 242 shared protein sequence alignment.

![---Multiple factor analysis and correlations. (*A*) Multiple factor analysis of the number of polarization proteins, lineage, lifestyle, genomic quality, and genetic distances. The 298 strains/species are plotted and color-coded according to their phylogenetic lineage as in figure 3. Dimension 1 explains 17.02% of the observed variation and the following four factors constitute to its construction (in order of importance): lineage, lifestyle, genetic distance, number of observed proteins. Dimension 2 explains 10.94% of the variation in the data and is based on the variables lineage, lifestyle, and genetic distance. Main areas occupied by specific lineages are labeled accordingly for clarity. A clear distinction can be made between yeast-like fungi (left top corner), filamentous fungi (lower part), and unicellular nonyeast like fungi (right). (*B*) Cartoon depicting the topology of the major clades. The length of branches do not represent observed branch lengths. See figure 3 for full phylogeny. (*C*) The distribution of lifestyles (in percentages) for the twelve different phylogenetic lineages. The number of strains/species per lineages is given. Lifestyles are color-coded as in legend at the bottom left of the figure. The 298 strains/species are classified as unicellular, yeast, filamentous, dimorphic (either yeast/filamentous or yeast/pseudohyphal), and trimorphic following figure 3. (*D*) Pie plot depicting the percentage of variation explained by the three main dimensions. The two dimensions account for 28% of the observed variation, leaving 72% undefined. (*E*) The number of observed proteins in twelve different phylogenetic lineages. Groups are color-coded per lineage as in figure 3. Medians are given as black lines. (*F*) The number observed proteins in the different lifestyles. Black lines represent medians. (*G*) The number of observed proteins plotted versus the genetic distance (in respect to *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, *Schizosaccharomyces pombe*, *Ustilago maydis*, *Sporisorium reilianum*). Strains/species are color-coded according to their lifestyle morphology.](evy121f8){#evy121-F8}

To determine the adequate number of dimensions to screen, we used the broken stick method ([@evy121-B42]). We found a drop in variance after the second dimension ([supplementary file 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}*A*, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online), therefore we only considered the first two dimensions. Dimension 1 is constructed based on four groups: lineage (contribution is 26.47%), lifestyle (24.71%), genetic distance (24.42%), and proteins (22.28%). Dimension 2 is based on lineage (40.25%), lifestyle (37.98%), and genetic distance (20.82%). Together these two dimensions account for 27.96% of the variance in the data. Dimension 1 explained 17.02%, dimension 2 10.93% ([fig. 8*D*](#evy121-F8){ref-type="fig"}). We did not find a substantial contribution of genome quality, indicating that the number of scaffolds and/or N50 of scaffolds did not explain the variation in the number of proteins we observe and other examined factors. [Supplementary file 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}*B*, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, shows that lifestyle and lineage vary closely together and that they further vary with the number of proteins and genetic distance. [Supplementary files 4*C* and 4*D*](https://academic.oup.com/gbe/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/gbe/evy121#supplementary-data), [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online, indicate that number of proteins only correlates with dimension 1, while lineage, lifestyle, and genetic distance also correlate with dimensions 2.

We plotted the 298 strains/species onto the first two dimensions to visually examine if they cluster to specific patterns based on, for example, morphology or descent ([fig. 8*A*](#evy121-F8){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the individual species seem to cluster to lineages (as color coded \[sub\]phyla seem to form clouds), the number of proteins they have (the number of the proteins seems to decline horizontally, from left to right), and lifestyle (the top left corner represents the yeast-like fungi, the far right represents the unicellular nonyeast-like fungi, and the lower part represents the filamentous fungi) ([fig. 8*A* and *C*](#evy121-F8){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the mostly filamentous Pezizomycotina (Ascomycota) clustered together with the Basidiomycota individuals in the filamentous group. This observation is not in line with the phylogenetic relationships between these clades (see [figs. 3](#evy121-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [8*B*](#evy121-F8){ref-type="fig"}), but is likely caused by the shared lifestyle of the nonyeast Ascomycota and the Basidiomycota species. We observed further interesting patterns regarding lifestyle in the Ustilaginomycotina, Agaricomycotina, and Pucciniomycotina lineages. These lineages consist of species with a variety of lifestyles ([fig. 8*C*](#evy121-F8){ref-type="fig"}). For all three lineages we observe that individuals with yeast-like morphologies cluster closer to the yeast-like cloud consisted of the Saccharomycotina and Taphrinomycotina than the other species of their lineage with filamentous morphologies. Within the Taphrinomycotina we observe the species with dimorphic Y/F morphologies closest to the filamentous cloud.

We also plotted lineage, lifestyle, and the four genetic distances in relation to the number of protein observed for each species ([fig. 8*E*--*G*](#evy121-F8){ref-type="fig"}). We observe a relative high number of hits for the studied proteins in lineages such as the Mucoromycota, Saccharomycotina, and Pezizomycotina, a smaller number in the Neocallimastigomycota, Pucciniomycotina, and Taphrinomycotina, and a severely reduced number in the unicellular Microsporidia ([fig. 8*E*](#evy121-F8){ref-type="fig"}). Filamentous species and dimorphic (Y/P) species tend to have a higher number of studied proteins than yeast species ([fig. 8*F*](#evy121-F8){ref-type="fig"}). Lastly, the genetic distance versus protein plots hint to a decreasing number of polarization proteins with greater genetic distance to the references *S. cerevisiae*, and a larger number of proteins with increasing distance to *S. reilianum* ([fig. 8*G*](#evy121-F8){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion
==========

Here, we assessed the composition, conservation, and divergence of the fungal polarization network at high phylogenetic resolution. We observed that the fungal polarization protein network is characterized by both strong protein conservation *and* variation in protein prevalence, sequence similarity, and network composition. Our results indicate that while certain proteins are nearly always needed, potentially for specific functions (i.e., functional conservation), the majority of functional steps seem to be fulfilled by a variable combination of proteins, indicating flexibility in the network composition. Below, we discuss these observations in context of protein network dynamics, functionality of the protein network, and potential causal factors of protein network evolution.

The Fungal Polarization Network Is Highly Variable
--------------------------------------------------

It is clear that protein network evolution has a variety of outcomes, such as network expansion/reductions, interaction effects, and protein divergence ([@evy121-B84]; [@evy121-B96]), brought forward by, for example, gen(om)e duplication, selection on protein function or structure and drift ([@evy121-B72]). We found that most proteins of the polarization network have high levels of divergence in amino acid sequence across fungi and that the specific buildup of the protein network per strains/species is highly variable. We find both variation at large phylogenetic distances, such as between subphyla, and between strains/species of the same clade. This indicates that, although the polarization network is involved in fundamental cellular functions across organisms, the network, that we know in *S. cerevisiae*, is not a conserved entity. Work based on the first available fungal genomes reveal remarkable levels of divergence ([@evy121-B31]), with even \<50% similarity in amino acid sequence in comparisons of Ascomycota species ([@evy121-B16]). Screening these genomes for networks reveal that especially regulatory pathways are recurrently characterized by substantial levels of variation, in that elements can be gained or lost over time ([@evy121-B91]; [@evy121-B93]; [@evy121-B37]; [@evy121-B67]). Our work provides further support for the eminent finding that proteomes and networks constantly change ([@evy121-B15]), not only in Ascomycota as previously shown but also in Basidiomycota and non-Dikarya lineages as Mucoromycota, Zoopagomycota, Neocallimastigomycota, and Chytridiomycota ([fig. 3](#evy121-F3){ref-type="fig"}).

The substantial levels of variation that we observed in the polarization network could be caused by the remarkable differences in how fungal species polarize and grow (e.g., isotropic, \[a\]symmetric), among other factors (e.g., the genomic reductions of, e.g., yeasts, [@evy121-B69]; Microsporidia, [@evy121-B94]; [@evy121-B64]; [@evy121-B76]). In fact, we do find a clear clustering of yeast-like fungi, nonyeast like unicellular fungi and filamentous fungi in our MFA analysis. While budding yeast polarizes in a switch-like way, filamentous species are characterized by continuous hyphal growth and thus need a constant state of polarity. Differences at the protein levels between species with differences in polarization/growth mode have also been described. The Rho GTPase Rac1 has partly overlapping functions with Cdc42 in regulating polarization in a variety of filamentous species ([@evy121-B2]), but not in *S. cerevisiae*.

To what extent does this high variability of the protein network affect functionality? As functional studies are not available for the majority of examined species, we made use of the functional classification of proteins of *S. cerevisiae* (see [fig. 1](#evy121-F1){ref-type="fig"}). We found that 89% of examined strains/species have at least one protein present from all nine defined functional groups. This could imply that the overall functional pathway of polarity establishment, by means of regulation of a GTPase (Cdc42 and/or Rac1), might be similar across the fungal tree. Further functional exploration of protein networks in nonmodel species is needed to determine the level of orthology of this network.

Variation in Polarization Network; from Stark Reductions to Lineage-Specific Additions
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We found high levels of lineage-specific patterns, of which various patterns coincide with monophyletic clades. For instance, Axl2 is repeatedly lost in different Pezizomycotina clades ([fig. 3](#evy121-F3){ref-type="fig"}). The protein matrix also showed very similar patterns for the thirteen Mucoromycota species, for example, with Rga1, Boi2, Msb3, and Nrp1 orthologs present in (nearly) all species, which is dissimilar from the other non-Dikarya clades. These species have a higher number of proteins, compared with the other non-Dikarya and Basidiomycota clades. This is possibly caused by the extensive genome duplications in Mucoromycota fungi ([@evy121-B14]).

We found that nearly all examined polarization proteins are absent in the Microsporidia ([fig. 3](#evy121-F3){ref-type="fig"}), including most of the conserved core. The only protein that we observed is the Swi4 ortholog. Interestingly, we did not observe this pattern in the other non-Dikarya phyla. We believe that our observation is a true lineage-specific loss in the Microsporidia, as the majority of the polarization proteins (29 out of 42 proteins) are found in nonfungal eukaryotes, such as animals, amoeba and/or plants (see [supplementary file 5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The genomes of the parasitic Microsporidia are known to be highly condensed and lack other essential proteins, such as MAP kinases and proteins involved in stress response ([@evy121-B94]; [@evy121-B64]; [@evy121-B76]). These species have very distinct ecologies, and it is hypothesized that this strong reduction in the proteome is an adaptation to their parasitic life style. It is currently not understood which proteins play a role in polarized cell growth in this genus.

In contrast to the strong reduction in the Microsporidia, we observed lineage-specific gain of polarization proteins in the budding yeast species Saccharomycetaceae. This lineage contains the main reference species *S. cerevisiae*, which automatically results in the full set of 35 *S. cerevisiae* proteins. Furthermore, search tools based on sequence similarity can be affected by the inability of detecting orthologs in nonreference species, for example, in cases of high sequence divergence, resulting in a reference-species bias. We observe that Bem4 is, for instance restricted to the Saccharomycetaceae clade, and Rga2, Gic1, and Gic2 to the Saccharomyces ([fig. 3](#evy121-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Various causes can be involved. Genome-wide comparisons across the eukaryote tree have identified an increase in proteins domains in the lineage toward the Ascomycota ([@evy121-B103]). Furthermore, a whole genome duplication occurred in the *Saccharomyces* lineage after the divergence from the *Kluyveromyces* lineage, and has resulted in many duplicated genes (i.e., paralogs) and instances of accelerated evolution ([@evy121-B100]; [@evy121-B47]). Our results indicate that different processes have resulted in a myriad of lineage-specific patterns across the fungal tree.

The Conserved Core of Polarization; Functional versus Structural Conservation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We observe a group of 23 core proteins that are recurrently present in the vast majority of examined species ([fig. 5](#evy121-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the 23 core proteins cover all functional groups from Cdc42 regulators and effectors to proteins involved in cytokinesis and exocytosis ([fig. 1](#evy121-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Even though this group consists of the most prevalent polarization proteins, it does not represent the absolute minimal system needed for polarization. In fact, the majority of species does not have the full set of core proteins (i.e., the complete core is present in 126 out of the 298 strains/species), which can be seen as another indicator of high uniqueness of structural constitution (i.e., the presence of specific proteins across species) of the polarization network across fungi. Different strains/species might achieve functional conservation of the core functions of the network by having different combinations of core proteins. In fact, we observed 18 or more core proteins (i.e., 78%) in 264 strains/species (i.e., 88,6%). These results suggest that functional conservation of the polarization network is high, but that structural conservation, in the sense of network composition, of the individual proteins varies across the fungal strains/species.

Various protein characteristics have been elucidated that are (in part) responsible for protein network conservation, such as position within the network, whether the proteins are essential and the number of interactions ([@evy121-B33]; [@evy121-B58]). We observed high proportions of essential proteins (7 out of 7) and short single domain proteins (7 out of 10) for the core proteins ([fig. 3](#evy121-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Selection is thought to be strong on these classes of proteins, because of their crucial functions and long protein domains ([@evy121-B72]; [@evy121-B7]). These functional characteristics are based on studies in *S. cerevisiae* and could be less relevant in other species. We did not find significant differences in the number of genetic and physical interactions between the conserved core proteins and the noncore proteins. Interestingly, the core proteins Cdc42, Bem1, Cdc24, and Cla4 have the most interactions with the other proteins. These proteins also take central parts in the polarization network, as key regulator (Cdc42; [@evy121-B44]; [@evy121-B23]; [@evy121-B74]), scaffolding for protein complex (Cdc24 and Bem1; [@evy121-B8]), and signal transducing (Cla4; [@evy121-B44]). At the same time, we do find a low number of physical and genetic interactions for the core proteins, Rdi1, Rho3. Our results show that not only essential proteins and proteins with many interactions are among the conserved core proteins. We did find a significant effect of protein abundance on the conservation of core proteins. Although this observation is only based on *S. cerevisiae* data, it does support the hypothesis that conserved proteins are generally more expressed in a cell, as discussed previously ([@evy121-B19]; [@evy121-B97]).

Link to Causal Factors for Variation in the Polarization Protein Network
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Here, we aim to uncover potential causal factors influencing the size of the protein network. Our Multiple Factor Analysis results show that the factors lifestyles, lineage, and genetic distance covary with the size of the studied protein network. These results indicate that the evolutionary background, adaptation to specific lifestyles (i.e., yeast-like, unicellular, and filamentous) and evolutionary time, and thus an indirect measure of genetic drift, of a given species influence their polarization network size. The examined factors do not explain all variation observed in the data, as 72% is undefined, indicative of missing causal factors. The discovery of, and interplay of, causal factors of adaptation and differentiation between species has gained much and long-term attention in the literature ([@evy121-B38]; [@evy121-B49]; [@evy121-B71]; [@evy121-B30]; [@evy121-B63]). The long-lasting history of population genetics has shown that genetic variation, and thus sequence similarity and ultimately presence/absence of proteins, is caused by the interplay of mutation, natural selection, drift, and gene flow, with descent and thus the heritable characteristics as the starting conditions. It is clear that not all these potential causal factors are incorporated in our study, mainly due to the scale of our study and the unavailability of the particular data for our focal species. Furthermore, the number of proteins that we observed per species is in most cases an under estimation, due to undetected orthologs and lineage/species-specific proteins absent in our original protein list. Even though our analysis does not examine all factors that are likely to have played a role during the protein network evolution, we identified several factors that are, in part, responsible for the complex and highly dynamic polarization protein network evolution of fungi. Further expansion of experimental data sets and development of reliable large-scale comparative tools, should aid a better assessment of empirical data in light of the available theoretical models to study the full scope of real life protein network evolution.

Our study characterizes the fungal polarization protein network as highly dynamic across species, and we identify gene expression level, lineage, lifestyle, and genetic drift, as factors correlating with the observed patterns of conservation, variation, and adaptation. Our results provide further evidence that protein networks are often characterized by shared (ancient) conserved components as well as taxa-specific components that are variable between even closely related species. Our work sheds new light on the level and intensity of protein network evolution across broad and deep phylogenetic levels.
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